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The United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth
Circuit has become the first circuit in the country
to decide whether a publicly traded company’s
late filing of quarterly statements with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”)
entitles the company’s bondholders to declare a
default and demand immediate payment of the full
principal amount of the bonds.  In UnitedHealth
Group, Inc. v. Wilmington Trust Co., decided on
December 1, 2008, the court aligned itself with the
recent decisions of three federal district courts by
holding that no duties to bondholders are violated
in such an instance unless the indenture agreement
expressly requires SEC filings to be timely.

In March 2006, UnitedHealth Group (“UHG”)
publicly issued $850 million of senior 30-year
notes pursuant to an indenture entered into
between UHG and a predecessor of Wilmington
Trust as trustee.  Throughout the life of the notes,
UHG made all required interest payments and the
debt was consistently rated investment grade.
Near the same time that UHG issued the notes, it
came under public scrutiny for the manner in
which it was handling employee stock options.
UHG responded by initiating an independent
review of its financial affairs, and, as a result, it
failed to file its SEC form 10-Q for second quarter
2006 (2Q 10-Q) by the August 9 deadline.
Accordingly, on August 10, UHG submitted to the

SEC a form 12b-25 notification of late filing,
explaining the reasons for the delay and attaching a 44-
page appendix that contained substantially the same
information that UHG would have included in a timely
2Q 10-Q.  Acopy of the filed form 12b-25 was
forwarded to the trustee on August 14. UHG ultimately
filed its 2Q 10-Q in March 2007, nearly seven months
late.  The financial information contained in the 2Q 10-
Q differed by less than one percent from the
preliminary data that had accompanied the form 12b-25
notice of late filing in August 2006.

Approximately two weeks after UHG’s August 9 filing
deadline, a group of hedge funds collectively owning
more than 25 percent of the outstanding principal
balance on the notes sent UHG a notice of default
claiming that the failure to make a timely required SEC
filing violated the trust indenture. The hedge funds
subsequently demanded accelerated payment of the
full principal amount of the notes.  UHG filed an action
in the District of Minnesota, seeking a declaratory
judgment that it had not violated the terms of its
indenture.  The trustee filed counterclaims asserting
violation of the indenture, the Trust Indenture Act of
1939 (“TIA”), and the implied covenant of good faith
and fair dealing.

The relevant provision of the trust indenture required
UHG to “cause copies of all current, quarterly and
annual financial reports . . . which the Company is then
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required to file with the [SEC] . . . to be filed with the
Trustee . . . within 15 days of filing with the [SEC].”
This provision also required UHG to comply with
section 314(a) of the TIA, 15 U.S.C. § 77nnn(a), which
imposes on an obligor the same duty to provide copies
of required SEC reports to the indenture trustee.  The
trustee asserted that the language of both the indenture
and the TIAimposed independent obligations on UHG
to file timely SEC reports, and then to forward copies of
them to the trustee within 15 days.

The court rejected the trustee’s interpretation of the
indenture and the TIA, holding that they impose no
independent obligations to make timely SEC filings.
Rather, these provisions merely required UHG to
transmit to the trustee copies of whatever reports it
actually filed with the SEC, whenever filed.
Accordingly, UHG’s indenture obligations were not
triggered at all until March 2007 when it filed its tardy
2Q 10-Q.  The duty to make timely filings is imposed
only by the Securities and Exchange Act itself.

The trustee unsuccessfully argued that the purpose of

the indenture provision must have been to impose an

independent obligation to file timely reports because, in

an age where SEC filings are readily available on the

Internet, a ministerial duty to forward copies of such

filings would be of no value to noteholders.  The court,

noting that the language of the applicable indenture

provision was derived from a model indenture drafted

by the American Bar Association well before the

introduction of the Internet, responded that any

outdated utility of this provision in present times does

not empower the trustee to impose duties on UHG that

were not bargained for in the indenture. The court

further noted that the parties could have drafted their

own language in the indenture that would have imposed

a rigid timetable or explicitly incorporated SEC time

requirements.

After the court released its decision, UHG’s counsel

referred to the hedge funds’tactics as an increasingly

common “shakedown” strategy in which a hedge fund

looks for a company whose bonds are being traded

below par value that has committed a technical

violation such as delayed reporting to the SEC.  The

hedge fund buys the bonds, asserts a technical default

and then tries to force the company to redeem them at

par value, which would create an immediate profit for

the hedge fund. The Eighth Circuit’s decision suggests

that this strategy is not likely to be enforced in the

courts. u
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